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Abstract

The application of closed-loop reservoir management (CLRM) to real-field cases can be computationally demanding. An even higher computational load results from procedures to assess the value of information (VOI) in CLRM. Such procedures, which are performed prior to field operation, i.e. during the field development planning (FDP) phase, require extreme amounts of simulations. Therefore, we look for alternatives to reduce this computational burden. In particular we study various clustering techniques to select a limited number of representative members from an ensemble of reservoir models. Using k-means clustering, multidimensional scaling and tensor decomposition techniques, we test the effectiveness of different dissimilarity measures such as distance in parameter space, distance in terms of flow patterns, and distance in optimal sets of controls. We apply several of these measures to a VOI-CLRM exercise using a simple 2D reservoir model which results in a reduction of the necessary number of forward reservoir simulations from millions to thousands. Finally, as a first step towards large-scale application, we assess the VOI in a larger benchmark case study.

1. Introduction

Modern reservoir management workflows include uncertainty quantification (UQ) based on reservoir simulation models. An increasingly popular UQ practice in the reservoir engineering community uses ensembles of reservoir model realizations to account for the geological uncertainties, which, however, contributes to increasing the computational costs of these workflows. Closed-loop reservoir management (CLRM) is a combination of life-cycle optimization and computer-assisted history matching, both accounting for uncertainties and demanding a significant amount of simulations. For this reason, the application of the CLRM framework in combination with UQ can be extremely computationally expensive. Workflows to assess the value of information (VOI) in CLRM during the field development planning (FDP) phase require even more simulations, which, at
the current level of hardware development, makes real-field applications unfeasible [9]. Therefore, we look for alternatives to reduce this computational cost.

The development of more practical ways of a-priori assessing the value of future measurements has been a topic of several studies recently. Some of these have focused on the use of proxy models to reduce the number of high-fidelity reservoir simulations required for the VOI analysis [15, 21]. Cardoso and Durlofsky [14], He et al. [20], Hewson [22], and Jansen and Durlofsky [29] investigated the use of reduced-order modeling to speed-up production optimization and history matching procedures. Others have proposed a more approximate definition of VOI which simplifies their procedure (Le and Reynolds [34-35]). Eidsvik et al. [18] have envisaged more sophisticated design of experiments to be a promising alternative to alleviate the computational costs of VOI assessment workflows. Recently, Shirangi and Durlofsky [48] presented a general framework that uses clustering techniques to determine representative models to accelerate computations for optimization under uncertainty. Insuasty et al. [24] also showed how clustering methods based on flow-relevant dissimilarity measures can be used to form reduced ensembles. Liu and Forouzanfar [38] showed the importance of flow-based dissimilarity measures for clustering geological realizations and forming reduced ensembles to optimize production in fractured reservoirs. This paper explores the use of clustering techniques to select subsets of representative model realizations to speed-up production optimization and other computational procedures present in the workflow for VOI assessment proposed by Barros et al. [9].

In the Background section we briefly recap our previously proposed methodology for VOI assessment in CLRM and review some previous work on cluster analysis. Next, in the Methodology section, we identify opportunities to apply clustering within the original procedure and we describe our approach to reduce the computational costs in different steps of the VOI assessment to come up with a more practical workflow. Thereafter, in the Examples section, we illustrate the application of the proposed measures to accelerate VOI calculations and we compare the results with those obtained with the original procedure. This work is a further extension of Barros et al. [10].

2. Background

2.1. Closed-loop reservoir management (CLRM)

Closed-loop reservoir management (CLRM) is a combination of frequent life-cycle production optimization and data assimilation (also known as computer-assisted history matching). Life-cycle optimization aims at maximizing a financial measure, typically net present value (NPV), over the producing life of the reservoir by optimizing the production strategy. This may involve well location optimization, or, in a more restricted setting, optimization of well rates and pressures for a given
configuration of wells, on the basis of one or more numerical reservoir models. Data assimilation involves modifying the parameters of one or more reservoir models, or the underlying geological models, with the aim to improve their predictive capacity, using measured data from a potentially wide variety of sources such as production data or time-lapse seismic. For further information on CLRM see, e.g., [16, 23, 26-28, 40, 44, 53].

2.2. VOI assessment in CLRM

Recently, we proposed a new methodology to assess the VOI of future measurements within the CLRM framework [9]. Our approach consists of “closing the loop” in the design phase to simulate how future information, to be obtained during the producing life-time of the reservoir, comes into play in the context of optimal reservoir management. By considering both data assimilation and optimization in the procedure, we are able “to not only quantify how information changes knowledge, but also how it influences the results of decision making” [9]. This is possible because a new production strategy is obtained every time the models are updated with new information, and the strategies with and without additional information can be compared in terms of the value of the optimization objective function (typically NPV) obtained when applying these strategies to a virtual asset (a synthetic truth).

One of the key aspects of this methodology is the idea of using an ensemble of $N_{\text{truth}}$ “plausible truths” to account for the fact that in reality we do not know the true reservoir nor the outcome of the future measurements whose value we would like to assess. This requires extensive use of robust optimization and history matching procedures: for $N_{\text{truth}}$ plausible truths we have $N_{\text{truth}}$ robust optimizations under prior uncertainty, $N_{\text{truth}}$ history matches to assimilate the future measurements and $N_{\text{truth}}$ robust optimization given the posterior uncertainty. Note that in [9] we also propose an accelerated procedure where the number of prior robust optimizations is reduced from $N_{\text{truth}}$ to 1. We consider this accelerated form of the workflow in this paper.

The VOI assessment considered here can be explained with the decision tree depicted in Figure 1. There are two types of decision here: the first one relates to the possibility of acquiring additional measurements, and the second one concerns the actions (i.e., production strategies) that have to be defined to operate the asset. The main premises in CLRM are that: (I) this second type of decisions (typically a sequence of actions) is done in an optimized way by taking into account the geological uncertainty (i.e., robust optimization; see section 2.3), and (II) any additional information can be assimilated to improve our model predictions (i.e., data assimilation; see section 2.4) and in turn allow us to update our actions (again through robust optimization) to improve performance. (These points (I) and (II) are indicated in the decision tree.) The decision tree in Figure 1 also shows how
the multiple plausible truths are used: depending on which plausible truth is considered, the outcome
of the additional measurements is different, which results in a different optimized updated strategy to
be implemented. We can then compute the improvement in performance \( \Delta J = J_{\text{post}} - J_{\text{prior}} \) for each
plausible truth, which allows us to assess the (expected) VOI and its statistics. Note that in classical
decision theory literature the term VOI is often used to refer to the expected VOI, but here our
formulation with multiple plausible truths provides a framework where VOI is treated as a random
variable.

### 2.3. Robust optimization

Robust life-cycle optimization uses one or more ensembles of geological realizations (reservoir
models) to account for uncertainties and determine the production strategy that maximizes a given
objective function over the ensemble \( M = \{ m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_N \} \); see, e.g., [50, 52]. Typically, the
objective function optimized is the net present value (NPV), \( J_{\text{NPV}} \) is defined as

\[
J_{\text{NPV}} = \mu_{\text{NPV}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} J_i ,
\]

where \( \mu_{\text{NPV}} \) is the ensemble mean of the objective function values \( J_i \) of the individual realizations.
The objective function \( J_i \) for a single realization \( i \) is defined as
where \( t \) is time, \( T \) is the producing life of the reservoir, \( q_o \) is the oil production rate, \( q_{wi} \) is the water production rate, \( q_{wp} \) is the water injection rate, \( r_o \) is the price of oil produced, \( r_{wp} \) is the cost of water produced, \( r_{wi} \) is the cost of water injected, \( b \) is the discount factor expressed as a fraction per year, and \( \tau \) is the reference time for discounting (typically one year). The outcome of the optimization procedure is a vector \( u \) containing the settings of the control variables over the producing life of the reservoir. Typical elements of \( u \) are monthly or quarterly settings of well head pressures, water injection rates, valve openings etc. Note that, although the optimization is based on \( N \) models, only a single strategy \( u \) is obtained, because only one strategy can be implemented in reality. Note also that, despite being very disseminated among CLRM practitioners, the robust optimization approach presented in [50] is only one way of dealing with uncertainty in production optimization. An alternative approach is to balance risk and return within the optimization by including well-defined risk measures or other utility functions in the objective function; see, e.g., [13, 49].

2.4. Data assimilation

Efficient data assimilation algorithms are the second essential element of CLRM. Many methods for reservoir-focused data assimilation have been developed over the past years, and we refer to [2, 19, 41-42] for overviews. An essential component of data assimilation is accounting for uncertainties, and it is generally accepted that this is best done in a Bayesian framework:

\[
p(m|d) = \frac{p(d|m)p(m)}{p(d)},
\]

where \( p \) indicates the probability density, and \( d \) is a vector of measured data (e.g. oil and water flow rates or saturation estimates from time-lapse seismic). In equation (3) the terms \( p(m) \) and \( p(m|d) \) represent the prior and posterior probabilities of the model parameters \( m \), which are, in our setting, represented by prior and posterior ensembles respectively. The underlying assumption in data assimilation is that a reduced uncertainty in the model parameters leads to an improved predictive capacity of the models, which, in turn, leads to improved decisions. In our CLRM setting, decisions take the form of control vectors \( u \), aimed at maximizing the objective function \( J \).

2.5. Model selection

We use multiple ensembles of realizations to account for geological uncertainties. Typical ensembles are formed by tens or hundreds of realizations, making the procedures involved computationally intensive. The cost, in terms of the amount of simulations required, of robust optimization and
history matching algorithms tends to scale linearly with the size of the ensemble (i.e., $O(N)$), while
the VOI assessment workflow described above scales with the square of the ensemble (i.e.,
$O(N^2)$). Thus, a decrease in the number of realizations considered in the analysis may
lead to significant reduction in the computational cost and make the VOI assessment problem more tractable. The challenge is how to cleverly select a subset of realizations which can represent the full ensemble to quantify the uncertainty. Others have worked on this problem; e.g., Armstrong et al. [5] use stochastic programming with recourse to reduce the number of scenarios to be considered and Sarma et al. [45] recommend the use of a minimax approach to efficiently select representative models from a large ensemble by matching target percentiles. Lu et al. [39] proposed an adaptive algorithm for robust optimization using approximate gradients which uses representative subsets of model realizations to avoid evaluating the objective function of the full set of models at every iteration. This work focuses on the use of clustering techniques to automate the selection of representative model realizations, along the lines of the works of Shirangi and Durlofsky [48] and Liu and Forouzanfar [38].

### 2.5.1. Clustering

Cluster analysis aims to group a set of $N$ objects into $N_{repr}$ clusters according to the similarity between the objects; see, e.g., [7]. Note that here the objects have been chosen as vectors $\theta_i$, $i = 1, 2, \ldots, N$, in an $M$-dimensional space (e.g., $N$ realizations of $M$ grid block permeability values) but they could also be scalars, matrices or higher-order objects (tensors). Clustering has been widely used in pattern recognition, machine learning and statistics [6] and is broadly classified into partitional and hierarchical categories. As the name suggests, partitional clustering separates the objects into exclusive clusters such that the objects within a cluster are more similar to each other than to the objects in another cluster. On the other hand, hierarchical clustering, also known as connectivity-based clustering, connects objects to form clusters based on their distance. The connected objects in clusters can then be represented using a dendrogram (i.e., a diagram with a tree structure).

K-means clustering is one of the most used partitional clustering methods due to its simplicity [12]. The user predefines the number $N_{repr}$ of sets $C_{j}$, $j = 1, 2, \ldots, N_{repr}$, that each contain a total of $N_j$ indices corresponding to the objects belonging to each cluster, where the clusters are not necessarily of equal
size. The algorithm then attempts to iteratively improve the partitioning to achieve the lowest intra-cluster distance. This minimization problem can be formulated as follows:

$$C_{opt} = \arg \min_{C} \sum_{j=1}^{N_{opt}} \sum_{k \in C_j} d(\theta_k, \bar{\theta}_j)^2,$$

where $C = \{ C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_{N_{opt}} \}$ is the set of $N_{opt}$ clusters, i.e., a set of sets of indices, and $d(\theta_k, \bar{\theta}_j)$ is the distance between one of the $N_j$ data points within each cluster and the cluster centroid $\bar{\theta}_j$ computed as

$$\bar{\theta}_j = \frac{1}{N_j} \sum_{k \in C_j} \theta_k.$$

The first step to use cluster analysis consists of choosing a feature operator $F$ to compare the model realizations $m$. The feature operator could just select a number of parameters (e.g., grid block permeability values) of the vectors of model parameters $m$, or it could represent a more complex operation like a full simulation to compute the NPV or a sequence of saturation snapshots. Using this operator, the set of features $\Theta = [\theta_1, \theta_2, \ldots, \theta_N]$ is formed, where $\theta_i = F(m)$. The clustering algorithm can then generate the distances required to determine $C_{opt}$. Caers [12] and Aydin and Caers [1] propose that uncertainty models should take into account the specific purpose of flow modeling. The selection of representative model realizations that we try to achieve here is nothing but an exercise of modeling uncertainty. Thus, the choice of the appropriate feature operator is also purpose-dependent; there is no one-method-fits-all solution when it comes to cluster model realizations.

Note that the sets $\Theta$ are elements of an $M$-dimensional space, where $M$ can be very large. Unfortunately, most clustering algorithms do not work efficiently in higher dimensional spaces because of the inherent sparsity of the data, and as $M$ grows, distance measures become increasingly meaningless ([31, 43]). A solution to this problem is to eliminate some of the dimensions of the feature space. However, if done wrongly, this may cause information loss and introduce wrong correlations between the model realizations. Aggarwal et al. [4] have shown that the projection of high-dimensional data spaces on reduced-order subspaces can lead to improved clustering results.

### 2.5.2. Projection methods

There is more than one method to project datasets on a reduced-order space. (Note that this is sometimes referred to as reducing the dimensionality of the “feature space”.) One of them involves the use of tensor decomposition techniques. Tensor decomposition is strongly related to principal component analysis (PCA) or singular value decomposition (SVD). It enables the transformation of data into a compact representation while honoring their structure (e.g., spatial-temporal correlations).
which is usually degraded with the vectorization step in SVD approaches. These techniques can be used to compress large datasets stored as tensors by constructing low-rank approximations with minimal approximation or reconstruction error. For instance we may form a dataset \( \Theta \) in the form of a tensor representation of the data, \( \Theta = F(\mathbf{m}_1, \mathbf{m}_2, \ldots, \mathbf{m}_N) \), which better preserves their structure than using a vector representation. E.g., we could construct a 3D tensor \( \Theta \) by stacking up the two-dimensional permeability fields (matrices) of an ensemble of 2D model realizations. We then perform the following minimization [24]:

\[
\min_{\varphi_i, \psi_j, \chi_k} \left\| \Theta - \sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sigma_{ijk} (\varphi_i \otimes \psi_j \otimes \chi_k) \right\|_F, \tag{7}
\]

subject to \( \varphi_i^T \varphi_i = \delta_{ij}, \psi_j^T \psi_j = \delta_{jk}, \chi_k^T \chi_k = \delta_{kk} \),

where \( \sigma_{ijk} \) is the core tensor (i.e., an all-orthogonal and ordered tensor which is analogous to the coefficients matrix in classical SVD), \( \varphi_i, \psi_j, \chi_k \) are orthonormal basis functions, \( \| . \|_F \) represents the Frobenius norm, and the symbol \( \otimes \) denotes the tensor (outer) product over a vector space. This can be extended to tensors with more dimensions. For more information on tensor-based model-order reduction, we refer to Insuasty et al. [24] and Afra and Gildin [3], who also show that the solution to the minimization problem in (7) can be approximated by performing a higher-order SVD (HOSVD).

In this case, the tensor is flattened (or unfolded) in a planar matrix structure where we can operate similarly to classical SVD. This allows us to determine the basis functions and the coefficients associated with them. Like in classical SVD, a truncation can then be applied to retain only those basis functions that explain the most dominant patterns in the data, thus resulting in the lower-dimensional representation we were aiming for. One of the modes of \( \Theta \) in our applications (here we assume mode \( k \)) typically refers to the model uncertainty, characterized by the \( N \) model realizations.

We can apply a truncated SVD to the unfolded form of \( \Theta \) in this mode \( (\Theta_{(k)} \Theta_{(k)}^T) = U_{(k)} \Sigma_{(k)} V_{(k)}^T \) and use the obtained coefficients \( (U_{(k)}) \) to derive the dissimilarity measure to cluster the realizations.

Insuasty et al. [24] showed that this approach allows us to compare model realizations based on very rich datasets, such as the temporal evolution of the spatial distribution of pressures and saturations inside the reservoir. They were able to select a subset of realizations representative in terms of dynamic flow patterns and form reduced ensembles to perform robust production optimization more efficiently [24]. Insuasty [25] reported a comparison between the performance of a conventional SVD approach and a tensor decomposition for the compression of large spatial data and showed the benefits of using the latter. Liu and Forouzanfar [38] use saturation maps and well production data to cluster realizations of naturally fracture reservoirs: in this case the number of model parameters (i.e., for the discrete fracture network (DFN) models) may be different among the different realizations, making the parameter-based clustering less obvious. They also use SVD-type of projections to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space.
Another tool to represent model realizations \( \mathbf{m} \), in a lower dimension is multidimensional scaling (MDS). It refers to techniques that use distance measures to produce a \( \hat{\mathbf{\Theta}} \), representation of data points \( \mathbf{\theta} \), in a reduced \( M_{\text{MDS}} \)-dimensional space with \( M_{\text{MDS}} \ll M \). MDS was first introduced for the analysis of proximities in [47]. In recent years, the machine learning community has applied MDS for nonlinear dimension reduction. Kruskal [33] argues that MDS can be complementary to clustering techniques. Scheidt and Caers [46] introduced MDS in the reservoir simulation community, and since then many reservoir applications have been documented; see, e.g., Caers [12].

In this work, we use the Euclidean distance to derive the dissimilarities between the objects and, instead of following a classical MDS approach, which would be equivalent to PCA, we use non-metric MDS [36]. When applying non-metric MDS, a measure of fit, referred to as “stress” in the MDS literature, can be calculated to quantify the conformance of the representation \( \hat{\mathbf{\Theta}} \) to the original data \( \mathbf{\Theta} \), which can be a criterion to define the number \( M_{\text{MDS}} \) of dimensions of the reduced space; see [32]. Low values of stress (i.e., below 5%) indicate an excellent fit between dissimilarities and distances, and thus a good representation of the original samples in the reduced-dimensional space. We can then use this stress to determine the appropriate number of dimensions \( M_{\text{MDS}} \) to proceed with: we start with a small number of dimensions and increase this number until the stress value drops below an acceptable level. For further information on dimensionality reduction, including MDS and PCA approaches, we refer to [17] and [36]. Once we obtain the representation \( \hat{\mathbf{\Theta}} \), we perform clustering (e.g., also with the k-means method) based on the coordinates of the data points in the reduced-dimensional space.

### 3. Methodology

As discussed in the previous section, the VOI assessment workflow presented in [9] requires an excessive amount of simulations to be applied in practice. This is mainly due to the extensive use of robust optimization and history matching and to the fact that multiple plausible truths are considered. The most demanding steps constitute opportunities for considerable acceleration of the workflow. The focus of this work is on the use of model selection to achieve this goal. Thus, it is about looking for approximated results by compromising the rigor in UQ for the sake of computational speed-up.

In this section, we describe first how to select representative models to speed-up robust optimization and history matching, and then how to assess the quality of the results with the accelerated procedures. Afterwards, we explain how we can accelerate the VOI analysis by picking representative plausible truths. We also discuss the choice of the most appropriate feature to distinguish model
realizations in the different parts of the workflow. Finally, we combine all these measures to come up with a new and faster VOI assessment workflow.

### 3.1. Speeding-up robust optimization

The whole idea behind accelerating robust optimization is to reduce the number of reservoir simulations required. This is done by reducing the number of model realizations in the ensemble used in the optimization.

We start with a full ensemble $M_{\text{full}}$ of $N$ model realizations. The first step is deciding the number $N_{\text{repr}}$ of representative realizations to form the reduced ensemble $M_{\text{repr}}$. This number should reflect the speed-up factor we would like to achieve or the maximum ensemble size we can afford to use with the available computational resources.

The second step is choosing a feature $F$ relevant to the problem to be optimized and building our dataset to apply the clustering algorithms. In our case, we are using reservoir simulation to evaluate the objective function in the water flooding optimization process. Therefore, it seems to be important to distinguish the model realizations on the basis of their simulated dynamical behavior. One option is to rely on the fact that model parameters (e.g., permeabilities and porosities) tend to correlate with the reservoir flow characteristics and use them as the feature to distinguish the realizations $m$. An alternative is to perform reservoir simulations and work with features associated with the dynamics of the system, in which case we may consider model states or flow patterns (e.g., pressure/saturation snapshots and streamlines), or model outputs (e.g., well production data and NPV evolution over time), as it has been studied by Shirangi and Durlofsky [48], Insuasty et al. [24] and Liu and Forouzanfar [38].

The next step is preparing the feature data set for clustering, by applying projection methods to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space if necessary. Thereafter, k-means clustering is performed. Once the $N_{\text{repr}}$ clusters are formed, one realization is selected as the representative of each cluster, forming the reduced ensemble $M_{\text{repr}}$ of $N_{\text{repr}}$ representative realizations. A common choice is to pick the closest realization of the cluster centroid as the representative of that cluster. Note that the derived clusters may have different sizes, as the clustering algorithms are not constrained to form groups containing the same number of realizations. Based on this observation, different weights proportional to the cluster sizes can be assigned to the representative realizations to reflect the number of realizations in their respective clusters. In this case, averages and other statistics of the reduced ensemble $M_{\text{repr}}$ are computed with weights, unlike what is done for the full ensemble $M_{\text{full}}$ where all the $N$ realizations are usually assumed to be equiprobable and therefore equal weights.

Finally, robust optimization is performed over $M_{\text{repr}}$ resulting in an optimized strategy $u_{\text{opt}}$. 
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Figure 2: Workflow to evaluate the use of representative realizations for efficient robust optimization. (a) Computation of objective function values for unoptimized production, (b) robust optimization using representative realizations and (c) robust optimization using the full ensemble (reference).

In order to assess the ability of reduced ensembles to reproduce the results obtained by performing the optimization over the full ensemble \( M_{ad} \), we compare the performance of the derived production strategies over \( M_{adr} \) (Figure 2). Note that this is done only for validation purposes; once we start using the approach to accelerate the optimization, we proceed only with the steps in Figure 2 (b) and rely on optimization over the reduced ensemble \( M_{ adr} \).

3.2. Speeding-up history matching

History matching procedures can also be accelerated by considering a reduced ensemble of realizations. Figure 3 illustrates how to compare the performance of representative ensemble to full ensemble based on the history-matched models. The first step is to create the representative ensemble using the techniques described in the Model selection section. This step is the same as what is done to form the reduced ensemble for robust optimization. Next, history matching is performed on both full and representative ensembles, resulting in two different posterior ensembles. We then
perform simulations on the realizations of the posterior ensembles to generate data for comparison
and validation of the representative ensemble. Note that, when applying representative model
selection to make the history matching procedure more efficient, only the workflow in Figure 3
(right) is carried out.

Figure 3: Workflow to evaluate the use of representative realizations for efficient history matching: procedure over the full ensemble (reference for validation) (left) and over the reduced ensemble (right).

Note also that, in this section, we discuss the selection of representative model realizations only as a
principle to make history matching computationally more efficient. This is a mechanism that will fit
in the VOI workflow as it will be described in a later section, where important choices not specified
in Figure 3 will be determined according to the application considered (e.g., whether to assimilate
data measured at a single time or during a time interval; which production strategy is used to
generate the data). It is also important to highlight that there is a variety of data assimilation methods
and that this approach of deriving a reduced ensemble is not always suitable. Ensemble-based
methods (e.g., EnKF) rely on a sufficiently large number of samples to derive the directions to
update the ensemble and will not work well if $N_{\text{repr}}$ is too small. As we will see later, for the examples
in this work, we skip this ensemble reduction whenever the EnKF method is used.
3.3. Representative plausible truths

The selection of fewer plausible truths for the VOI analysis can help reducing the computational cost of the workflow at a different level than the acceleration of robust optimization and history matching. The plausible truths are model realizations which we pick to play the role of truth in the CLRM framework. Thus, the goal remains the same: to select representative model realizations.

The challenge is to find relevant features to distinguish these realizations considering their role in the workflow. Although we are still interested in the reservoir management problem (i.e., the water flooding process in our case), the plausible truths are not directly involved in the optimization procedure; we perform the optimizations on the realizations of the prior and posterior ensembles. Due to this difference in roles, the features which are relevant to select representative realizations for the robust optimization and history matching may be not the most appropriate to distinguish plausible truths. As we mentioned before, literature suggests there is no one-method-fits-all solution for choosing the selection features and, therefore, we look for fit-for-purpose solutions.

The methodology for VOI assessment presented in [9] and briefly summarized in the Background section accounts for the decision making process, which in CLRM takes the form of optimized production strategies. When we perform the VOI assessment following the workflow presented in [9] (considering $N_{\text{truel}}$ plausible truths), we obtain the solution schematically depicted in Figure 4. There is a different production strategy $u^i_{\text{pref}}$ corresponding to each plausible truth $m^i_{\text{post}}$. Also, each plausible truth has its own pair $\{J_{NPV,\text{prior}}, J_{NPV,\text{post}}\}$ that is directly related to the VOI calculation.

These (possibly unique) associations unveil a mechanism to distinguish plausible truths according to the decisions made (or their consequences) in each scenario. This suggests that we should look for features that carry a similar structure, attributing a different production strategy (or model input) to each plausible truth. We refer to these features as decision-based features.

![Figure 4: Typical solution obtained with the VOI workflow presented in [9]: a different decision for each plausible truth (left) resulting in improved performance. The NPV plots show prior (red) and posterior (blue) distributions sampled by the plausible truths (right).](image)

In previous sections, we discussed possible features to distinguish model realizations for robust optimization and history matching purposes. It is important to highlight that in both applications all...
the model realizations are submitted to the same production strategy. In this context, the features used to select representative realizations rely on the fact that we can compare them through their inherent characteristics (i.e., model parameters) or response to a given strategy (i.e., model states and model outputs). From here on, we refer to these features as model-based features. Figure 5 summarizes the main characteristics of both model-based and decision-based features. Model-based features do not account for the fact that the different scenarios imply different decisions, while the decision-based ones do, connecting them to the VOI assessment setting introduced in [9].

**Figure 5**: Schematic comparison between model-based and decision-based features. Model-based features rely exclusively on the characteristics of the models and their response to a fixed input, while decision-based features rely on the distinction of models through the decisions associated with each scenario.

The problem becomes then how to determine a set of decisions (or production strategies) $\mathbf{u}^i$, $i = 1, \ldots, N_{\text{real}}$ that can uniquely identify each plausible truth $\mathbf{m}^i$. Very importantly, in addition to that, we seek ways of obtaining these decisions $\mathbf{u}^i(\mathbf{m}^i)$ in a computationally attractive way so that we can accelerate the VOI workflow when selecting representative plausible truths based on them.

As mentioned before, in the CLRM context the decisions take the form of optimized production strategies. Thus, a good way of identifying characteristics of the optimal configurations related to each of the plausible truths is to perform separate optimizations on them. If we consider an initial ensemble of $N_{\text{real}}$ plausible truths, this means we need to perform $N_{\text{real}}$ optimizations. (Note that the computational cost associated with these $N_{\text{real}}$ optimizations is significantly lower than the cost of the full VOI workflow, which makes this approach suitable for accelerating the VOI assessment.) As a result, we obtain a set of $N_{\text{real}}$ optimal production strategies $\mathbf{u}^i_{\text{opt}}$ and $N_{\text{real}}$ optimal objective function values $f_{\text{NPV}}(\mathbf{u}^i_{\text{opt}})$.

Typically, the optimal production strategies $\mathbf{u}^i_{\text{opt}}$ tend to be very different from each other because the plausible truths are different model realizations. Following this reasoning, the optimal production strategies seem to be appropriate to support the clustering of plausible truths. One of the potential problems with this approach concerns the limitations of the optimization methods used. With the
chances of reaching local optima, there is a risk that we can never derive truly optimal production strategies. On the other hand, one may argue that the optimization methods used to derive the optimized strategies for clustering are the same as the ones used in the CLRM and VOI workflows considered here. Thus, in principle, even if not truly optimal, these optimized strategies could still be used for the purpose of identifying representative plausible truths. Another problem of this approach is the risk of non-uniqueness of optimal solutions for the production optimization problem, due to the possible presence of redundant degrees of freedom in the high-dimensional space of control variables [50]. This may result in multiple production strategies that are equally optimal, which could put the validity of this approach at stake. A possible way to avoid the redundancy is to perform an a-priori tensor- or SVD-based decomposition of a large set of possible controls and perform the optimization in a reduced control space. Alternatively, one could impose temporal and/or spatial correlations on the controls which also reduces the degrees of freedom in the control space. A downside of such a-priori measures is that they may lead to lower NPV values. As an alternative, we therefore apply an a-posteriori tensor decomposition of the set of optimal production strategies and retain a fraction of the basis functions by truncation based on their energy. By doing so, we intend to capture only the main trends of the data and reduce the effects of the non-uniqueness of the optimal production strategies, although we note that this a-posteriori decomposition of the controls does not guarantee an improvement of the situation. As a final remark on this issue, we note that for these N_{true} nominal optimizations would in principle be performed with the same optimization methods that will be used for the VOI and CLRM exercises and that the risk of non-uniqueness of optimal production strategies will also be present there. Ultimately, the selection of representative plausible truths based on these strategies would still be consistent with the VOI workflow, even in its limitations.

On the other hand, the optimal objective function values \( J_{NPV}(u_{opt}^i) \) typically tend to be close to each other because the different optimal production strategies compensate for the differences in the model realizations (i.e., given the same well locations, the optimal sweep of the reservoir tends to be similar for all the realizations); see, e.g., the schematic NPV distributions in Figure 4. Thus, the dissimilarities between the realizations in terms of NPV are less pronounced for their optimal configurations, and, because of that, they are less suitable to help in the selection of representative plausible truths. However, in combination with the objective function values \( J_{NPV}(u_{prior}) \) obtained with a robust strategy \( u_{prior} \) (i.e., optimized to maximize the mean objective function given the initial uncertainty), these data reveal how much we may benefit if we learn or observe the truth for each one of the plausible truths. We can then distinguish plausible truths according to the gains associated with their optimal configurations, which are directly related to the VOI, and this can be useful for
our purposes. One of the advantages of using these \[ \{ \mathcal{J}_{\text{NPV}}(\mathbf{u}_{\text{prior}}), \mathcal{J}_{\text{NPV}}(\mathbf{u}_{\text{post}}) \} \] data features is avoiding the problem of non-unique optimal solutions discussed in the previous paragraph.

---

Figure 6: Workflow to compute the expected VOI for a single observation time using representative plausible truths and full ensembles for robust optimization and history matching. The main modifications in the workflow with respect to the original procedure presented in [9] are highlighted in grey bold boxes.

We introduce the selection of representative plausible truths to our original VOI assessment workflow [9] and we obtain the procedure depicted in Figure 6 for cases with a single observation time. The main difference compared to the original workflow is that, before entering the loop where each one of the \( N_{\text{truth}} \) realizations of the initial ensemble \( \mathbf{M}_{\text{truth}} \) is picked to be the truth \( \mathbf{m}_{\text{truth}} \), we have a few more pre-processing steps. First, a step where we optimize each one of the realizations and then a step where we perform the clustering to select \( N_{\text{opp}} \) representative plausible truths based on the decision-based features as explained above. Another minor change in the workflow refers to the computation of the statistics of VOI: before, the plausible truths were considered (for simplicity) to be equiprobable, but, now, the selected plausible truths in \( \mathbf{M}_{\text{opp}} \) may have different weights \( w_i \).
assigned by our selection procedure (i.e., weights proportional to the number of realizations in each cluster). Note that there is a computational cost associated with the additional $N_{\text{init}}$ nominal optimizations required, but that this extra cost is minor when compared to the cost of the full workflow. Another point to realize is that these $N_{\text{init}}$ nominal optimizations would be performed anyway if we carry out a value of clairvoyance analysis (VOC; see [9]) to determine the upper bound for the VOI assessment.

### 3.4. Accelerated VOI assessment

We combine the ideas of the three previous sections to the original VOI workflow of Barros et al. [9]. The result is a new workflow for accelerated VOI assessment, shown in Figure 7.

---

**Figure 7:** Workflow to compute the expected VOI for a single observation time using representative plausible truths and reduced ensembles of representative model realizations for robust optimization and history matching. The main modifications in the workflow with respect to the original procedure [9] are highlighted in grey bold boxes.
We note that in this flowchart we consider the size of the ensemble of plausible truths and the prior ensembles to be \( N_{\text{truth}} \) and \( N \) respectively. Note that, these ensembles may be chosen to have the same size, but that this is not a necessity. The same holds for the number of representative realizations for robust optimization (and history matching) and the number of representative plausible truths, which here are chosen as \( N_{\text{repr}} \) and \( N_{\text{repr\,truth}} \) respectively.

Given these considerations, we can expect a speed-up factor proportional to \( \left( \frac{N_{\text{truth}}}{N_{\text{repr\,truth}}} \right) \left( \frac{N}{N_{\text{repr}}} \right) \) by using this accelerated procedure. This means that, if we are able to select reduced ensembles with 10 times fewer realizations, we can reduce the number of required reservoir simulations by a factor of 100.

### 4. Examples

#### 4.1. Robust optimization with reduced ensembles

##### 4.1.1. 2D five-spot model

As a first step to illustrate our approach, we used the same small 2D five-spot example (441 grid blocks) from our previous paper; see [9] for the complete description of the example. Originally, we had ensembles of \( N = 50 \) model realizations to characterize the geological uncertainties. To accelerate the robust optimizations, we considered a reduced number of representative realizations, \( N_{\text{repr}} = \{3, 5, 10\} \), representing approximately 5%, 10% and 20% of the number of realizations in the full ensembles. We evaluated the performance of different features for clustering: permeability field, oil saturation snapshots at every control time interval (every 150 days) and NPV time-series.

We also studied the effect of different projection methods by using both MDS and tensor decomposition to perform the projection of the feature space before clustering. For the non-metric MDS we used the standard implementation available in Matlab (“mdscale” function) with the previously mentioned stress criterion (here 5%) to determine the dimension of the reduced space. For the tensor decomposition we used the implementation of the HOSVD described in [24], with a cut-off of 95% in terms of the energy of the eigenvalues to determine the number of basis functions to be retained for the uncertainty dimension. The production strategy used to generate the features for clustering was fixed as the initial production strategy chosen as the starting point of the optimization (here mid in-between bounds: \( p_{\text{prod}} = 250 \) bar for the producers and \( p_{\text{inj}} = 400 \) bar for the injector).

By applying the steps as in Figure 2 to compare the performance of the robust optimization with reduced and full ensembles, we obtained results in terms of NPV. Figure 8 depicts the results for the two examples expressed as probability distribution function (pdf) plots. The NPV values for the
unoptimized production (Figure 2 (a)) are shown in grey and the reference results (Figure 2 (c)) in black. The results obtained using the reduced ensembles (Figure 2 (b)) are represented by the colored lines according to the number of representative realizations. We repeated the procedure with several ensembles $M_{full}$ and we obtained results similar to the ones shown here.

Generally, all the production strategies $u_{opt}^{repr}$ optimized with the representative ensemble performed very well when compared to the strategy $u_{opt}^{full}$ for the full ensemble. We notice that the selection with three representative realizations (5 %) from the ensemble performs poorer in most cases, and fails badly in the case depicted in Figure 8 (e). This shows that, for this example, taking an amount of representative realizations corresponding to only 5 % of the original ensemble size is insufficient whereas taking 10 % and 20 % give good results in all cases. Also, we notice that the MDS transformation helps the selection of representative realizations better than the tensor decomposition, especially when using the permeability field as selection feature (Figure 8 (a) and (d)) but also when using the oil saturation snapshots (Figure 8 (b) and (c)). We believe the better performance of MDS here to be related to the small size of the model (441 grid blocks) and the (relatively) smooth character of the geological realizations (see [9]). For larger models and cases with more complex geological features, in which there is more spatial-temporal structure to be preserved, it is expected that tensor decomposition should perform the best [24]. Overall, based on the results from the 2D five-spot model, oil saturation snapshots and NPV time-series seem to be the most suitable selection features based on the results from 2D five-spot model, which is in alignment with the conclusions drawn by Shirangi and Durlofsky [48] after comparing several model-based features within their general framework.

Figure 8: Results of robust optimization over an ensemble of the 2D five-spot model expressed in terms of NPV pdf plots. (a) Permeability as feature and MDS as projection method, (b) oil saturation snapshots as feature and MDS as projection method, (c) NPV time-series as feature and MDS as projection method, (d) permeability as feature and tensor decomposition as projection method, (e) oil saturation snapshots as feature and tensor decomposition as projection method, and (f) NPV time-series as feature and tensor decomposition as projection method.
4.1.2. Egg model

The Egg model is a synthetic reservoir model created to serve as a benchmark for water flooding optimization, computer-assisted history matching and CLRM applications. The model consists of $N = 100$ realizations of a channelized reservoir with $60 \times 60 \times 7$ grid cells. Its 18,553 active cells give it the shape of an egg (Figure 9). The field is produced through water flooding, with four producers and eight injectors in defined locations, and has been used for several studies; see, e.g., [50]. For further information on a standardized version of this model, we refer to [30].

For this case study, we considered the optimization of the water injection rates for a production period of 3,600 days. The rates can be adjusted every 360 days (i.e., $M = 10$ control time intervals) in the range of $0 \leq q_{\text{inj}} \leq 79.5$ m$^3$/day, and the maximum injection pressure allowed is $p_{\text{inj, max}} = 420$ bar. The bottom-hole pressure of the producers is kept constant at $p_{\text{prod}} = 395$ bar. The robust optimization experiments were carried out with the help of the AD-GPRS simulator to obtain the required predictions and gradients [11, 54] for each model realization which were used in a simple implementation of the steepest ascent algorithm.

In this example, to illustrate the use of representative ensembles, we considered a reduced number of representative realizations, $N_{\text{rep}} = \{5, 10, 20\}$, representing again 5%, 10% and 20% of the number of realizations in the full ensemble. Because this is a larger model, we could not afford repeating as many optimization experiments as the ones done for the 2D five-spot model. We chose to do experiments considering: two clustering features only – one model-parameter feature (permeability distributions) and one model-response feature (oil saturation snapshots) – and the two projection methods as used before (MDS and tensor decomposition) – which are expected to behave more different from each other in larger cases.
Figure 10: NPV pdf plot of an ensemble from the Egg model. (a) Permeability as feature and MDS as projection method, (b) permeability as feature and tensor decomposition as projection method, (c) oil saturation snapshots as feature and MDS as projection method, and (d) oil saturation snapshots as feature and tensor decomposition as projection method.

Figure 10 depicts the results obtained. The color scheme is the same as in Figure 8, but here we also include the case in which the optimization is performed over the P_{50} model only for comparison. First, we observe that, in this case, robust optimization results in significantly higher NPV values compared to those obtained with the unoptimized strategy. We can also see that the optimizations over the reduced ensembles were able, in most of the cases, to achieve a similar performance compared to the optimization performed over the full ensemble. In some cases, the optimization with the representative realizations managed to outperform the reference results, which reminds us that the optimization techniques used here are not perfect and cannot guarantee globally optimal solutions for the production optimization problem. Moreover, we observe some inconsistent results: in Figure 10 (c), the robust optimization based on \( N_{\text{repr}} = 10 \) selected models performed significantly worse than the one using \( N_{\text{repr}} = \{5, 20\} \) realizations, and in Figure 10 (d) the optimization based on \( N_{\text{repr}} = 20 \) realizations was the one that performed the worst. We expected to see an increase in the performance of the robust optimization as \( N_{\text{repr}} \) gets closer to \( N \). Although these unexpected results could be related to limitations of our implementation (e.g., imperfections within the optimization algorithms and simulations), we have not yet been able to find a conclusive explanation for it.
4.2. History matching with reduced ensembles

4.2.1. 2D five-spot model

To illustrate the workflow from Figure 3, we first tested it in a history matching twin experiment on the 2D five-spot example. For this exercise, we used an adjoint-based RML method (see [41-42]) and AD-GPRS to obtain the required gradients to update the uncertain parameters. As the version of AD-GPRS made available to us only provided the gradients with respect to permeability multipliers, this example was slightly modified with respect to the original model used in previous sections: here we assumed the porosity field to be homogeneous and known ($\phi = 0.2$), and thus not to be updated throughout the history matching. We considered the availability of measurements of water and oil field production rates at a single observation time, and measurement errors of $\varepsilon_{\text{prod}} = 5$ m³/day. We repeated the history matching for different observation times. The production strategy was fixed at $p_{\text{prod}} = 250$ bar for the producers and $p_{\text{inj}} = 400$ bar for the injector.

First, we performed the history matching over the full ensemble of $N = 49$ realizations, with one additional realization used to generate the synthetic measurements. Next, we considered only the representative realizations. Like in the previous section, we repeated the procedure for several choices, by varying the number of representative models, the selection feature and the projection method. Figure 11 displays the results obtained with $N_{\text{repr}} = 10$ representative models selected based on oil saturation snapshots projected by tensor decomposition for measurements at $t_{\text{data}} = 750$ days. The results for other clustering settings, which are reported in [51], were comparable to the ones showed here. From these results, we could not make any conclusions about which projection method (MDS or tensor decomposition) performs the best.

Figure 11 (left) shows the simulated forecasts of field production rates for the prior ensemble. The thin dashed lines represent each one of the $N = 49$ realizations of the full prior ensemble while the thicker dashed lines correspond to the $N_{\text{repr}} = 10$ representative ones. The thick solid lines show the forecast generated with the synthetic truth, and the yellow circles indicate the measurements available. We observe that, although the synthetic truth seems to be captured by the ensemble, there is a large spread in the predictions. Figure 11 (right) shows the predictions a posteriori, after the history matching was performed over the full and reduced prior ensembles. We note that the assimilation of the available measurements contributed to a significant reduction in the spread of the curves, but, more importantly, we observe a reasonably good agreement between the uncertainty characterized by the full and reduced posterior ensembles. We observe a slight reduction in the spread of the curves, which was expected because smaller ensembles tend to underestimate uncertainty in the forecasts. There are measures such as ensemble inflation that could possibly minimize this undesirable effect, but they were not considered in this work. We also emphasize that
different weights have been assigned to the representative realizations forming the reduced ensemble while the realizations of the full ensemble are equiprobable, and for this reason the visual comparison may not be the most appropriate way of assessing the quality of the approximation here. Despite these remarks, the results suggest that representative realizations can be used to make history matching procedures more efficient without compromising the uncertainty quantification to an unacceptable level.

Figure 11: History matching results for the 2D five-spot model. Solid lines represent the prediction from the synthetic truth, the dots correspond to the synthetic data to be matched and the dashed lines represent the predictions of the realizations to be updated. Red lines correspond to oil production and blue lines to water production.

4.2.2. Egg model

Based on the learning from the 2D five-spot example, we repeated the same procedure for the Egg model to confirm that it is possible to make the history matching more efficient also in larger case studies. Once again, we used the RML method and AD-GPRS to obtain the required gradients to update the uncertain permeability field. The settings were the same as the ones described before, but here the injection rates were fixed to \( q_{\text{inj}} = 79.5 \, \text{m}^3/\text{day} \). The observations considered were field production rates and bottom-hole pressures measured in the injectors, available at \( t_{\text{data}} = 1,800 \) days, with measurement errors of \( \epsilon_{\text{prod}} = 5 \, \text{m}^3/\text{day} \) and \( \epsilon_{\text{BHP}} = 10 \) bar. Here we used the full ensemble with \( N = 99 \) realizations, plus one synthetic truth. As before, we considered several choices for the selection of representative realizations, but we display only one set of the results. The results for other clustering settings can be found in [51].

Figure 12 displays the results obtained with \( N_{\text{repr}} = 10 \) representative models selected based on oil saturation snapshots projected by tensor decomposition. Figure 12 (left) shows the simulated forecasts of field production rates for the prior ensembles, and Figure 12 (right) for the posterior ensembles. The color scheme is the same as in Figure 11. The differences between the prior and posterior predictions of production rates are minor, indicating that the main contribution to the mismatches is probably related to the bottom-hole pressure measurements in the injectors, displayed in Figure 13. The black dashed lines represent the realizations of the full prior ensemble while the
blue lines correspond to the representative ones. The red lines show the forecast generated with the synthetic truth, and the yellow circles indicate the measurements available. Like in the 2D five-spot example, we observe that the reduced ensemble constitutes a good approximation of the full ensemble. As before, we repeated the exercise considering other choices for the selection of representative realizations, but we displayed only one set of the results here. The results for other clustering settings can be found in [51]. From those results, we observed that \( N_{\text{rep}} = 10 \) seemed to be close to the limit as the minimum number of representative realizations to approximate the uncertainty characterized by the full ensemble. We also noticed that MDS and tensor decomposition lead to similar performance, but that the latter technique resulted in reduced ensembles which provided slightly larger spreads in the production forecasts.

Figure 12: History matching results for the Egg model in terms of the predictions of field production rates: prior (left) and posterior (right). Red lines correspond to oil production and blue lines to water production. Solid lines represent the prediction from the synthetic truth, the yellow dots correspond to the synthetic data to be matched and the dashed lines represent the predictions of the realizations to be updated (full and reduced ensembles; see legend).

Figure 13: History matching results for the Egg model in terms of the predictions of BHP at the 8 injectors: prior (left) and posterior (right). Solid red lines represent the prediction from the synthetic truth, the yellow dots correspond to the synthetic data to be matched and the dashed lines represent the predictions of the realizations to be updated (full ensemble in black and reduced ensemble in blue; see legend).
4.3. Accelerating VOI assessment

4.3.1. Representative plausible truths

4.3.1.1. 2D five-spot model

To illustrate the selection of representative plausible truths, we applied to the 2D five-spot model the workflow to assess the VOI for a single observation time with a reduced number of plausible truths (Figure 6). The workflow was repeated for different observation times, \( t_{\text{data}} = \{150, 300, \ldots, 1350\} \) days. The history matching step was performed with the EnKF module of MRST [37]. We assessed the VOI of the production data (total flow rates and water-cuts) with absolute measurement errors \( (\varepsilon_{\text{flux}} = 5 \text{ m}^3/\text{day} \text{ and } \varepsilon_{\text{wct}} = 0.1) \). The VOC and the VOI were computed for each of the nine observation times, and we compared the results against those obtained using the original workflow [9] with the full ensemble \( M_{\text{truth}} \) of plausible truths \( (N_{\text{truth}} = 50) \), which serves as a reference. Note that in this subsection the focus is on the acceleration by reducing the number of plausible truths only, thus the robust optimization and history matching steps are performed using full ensembles.

First, we checked our hypothesis that the model-based features are not suitable for selecting plausible truths. For that, we selected \( N_{\text{repr \: truth}} = 5 \) plausible truths through clustering based on: permeability fields, NPV evolution profiles and flow patterns (i.e., pressure and saturation snapshots). No projection methods (e.g., MDS) were used. We also tested a random selection. The results are shown in Figure 14, including the reference results. The different lines represent percentiles and mean of the VOC and VOI distributions as a function of the time when the additional information (or clairvoyance) becomes available. We do not interpret or explain the VOI and VOC results here; we refer to [9] for this purpose. Here we assess the ability to obtain similar results with fewer plausible truths.
Overall, none of the selections in Figure 14 is able to satisfactorily reproduce the reference results, shown in Figure 14 (a). Although a selection based on some feature (Figure 14 (c), (d) and (e)) is clearly better than a random selection (Figure 14 (b)), these results seem to support our hypothesis that the model-based features are not the most appropriate means to select representative plausible truths.

Next, we repeated the same procedure with our proposed decision-based features. This required a nominal optimization on each of the $N_{\text{truth}} = 50$ plausible truths initially considered. Figure 15 shows the data we obtain from these optimizations, which can be used for clustering and model selection. It becomes clear that these features create a space in which we can distinguish the samples and select those instances of $M_{\text{truth}}^{NPV}$ that can better represent the entire population $M_{\text{truth}}$. Figure 15 (a) displays each of the plausible truths plotted in a two-dimensional space: the first dimension corresponds to the objective function values (i.e., NPV) before the nominal optimizations and the second to the objective function values after the optimizations. The clusters are shown in different colors and the selected plausible truths are marked as squares. Figure 15 (d) exhibits the optimal production strategy for each plausible truth: the plots show the BHP controls at each of the five wells of the 2D five-spot model; the colors indicate the clusters formed and the thicker lines highlight the representative of each cluster. Figure 15 (a) and (b) display the clusters obtained using the objective-function feature (data displayed in Figure 15 (a)), and Figure 15 (c) and (d) show the clusters derived from the optimal-strategy feature (data displayed in Figure 15 (d)). The first point to note is that, as one would expect, both features lead to different clustering results. Besides that, even though we observe a more
clear separation between the colors in Figure 15 (a) and in Figure 15 (d), the colors in their respective pairs (b) and (c) still show some degree of clustering.

Figure 15: Proposed decision-based features for the selection of representative plausible truths. Objective function values, before and after nominal optimizations ((a) and (c)). Optimal production strategies (bottom-hole pressures at all the wells for every control interval) ((b) and (d)). Selection based on objective function values ((a) and (b)) and selection based on optimal production strategies ((c) and (d)).

Figure 16 depicts the VOI results obtained by picking $N_{repr} = 5$ representative plausible truths according to these new features. This time we observe better selections, which are able to repeat the reference results (Figure 16 (a)) almost perfectly. We note that the selection based on the objective
function values (Figure 16 (b)) succeeds in reproducing the reference results for VOC, but less for VOI. In contrast, the selection based on optimal production strategies (Figure 16 (c)) performs fairly well for both VOC and VOI. Therefore, the optimal production strategy is the feature we chose for selecting representative plausible truths for this application.

After that, we investigated the impact of the non-uniqueness of optimal production strategies in the model selection. For that, we carried out nominal optimizations on each of the plausible truths starting from three different initial solutions. Figure 17 shows the results: Figure 17 (b), (c) and (d) correspond to the selection obtained with the three different starting points and Figure 17 (e) to the selection based on the data of the three optimizations altogether. We observe that the results are not identical, which confirms that the optimal production strategies may be nonunique and, thus, not suitable for model selection purposes.

Figure 16: Results of the VOI (and VOC) assessment for the 2D five-spot model using selection of 5 plausible truths based on decision-based features. (a) Reference obtained using the original workflow, (b) selection based on objective function values and (c) selection based on optimal production strategies.
Figure 17: Results of the VOI (and VOC) assessment for the 2D five-spot model selecting representative plausible truths based on optimal production strategies obtained with different starting solutions. (a) Reference results, (b) starting from robust optimal solution, (c) starting from greedy controls (maximum injection and maximum drawdown in the producers), (d) starting from mid in-between bounds and (e) selection based on data from all the three optimizations.

As a measure to remediate this problem, we applied a projection based on a truncated tensor decomposition to the optimal production strategies dataset. By retaining the fraction of the basis functions that preserves 90% of the energy of the singular values, we hope to capture only the main trends and reduce the effect of non-uniqueness of the optimal solutions. Figure 18 shows the results obtained with such a projection for the same optimal production strategies. The difference between the results for the three different optimization starting points (plots (b)-(e)) is smaller than in Figure 18. Note that in this case we are not trying to show which figure (Figure 17 or Figure 18) depicts results closer to the reference like we did when comparing previous figures. The point here is to check whether the adopted measure reduces the impact of having different starting points, which indicates that this additional step could be helping us to minimize the effect of non-uniqueness of the optimal solutions.
4.3.2. Fully accelerated workflow

4.3.2.1. 2D five-spot model

Finally, we applied all the measures we discussed so far (i.e., selection of representative ensembles for robust optimization, history matching and plausible truths) following the accelerated procedure for VOI assessment depicted in Figure 7. Note that here the history matching was performed on the full ensembles because our implementation with MRST used the EnKF method, which is not reliable for very small ensembles. After the history matching steps, we selected representative realizations to accelerate the robust optimization over the posterior ensembles. Figure 19 presents the results. Again, Figure 19 (a) exhibits the reference results with \( N_{\text{real}} = 50 \) plausible truths and robust optimization over ensembles of \( N = 49 \) realizations. Figure 19 (b) corresponds to the results obtained by using \( N_{\text{repr}} = 5 \) representative plausible truths and full ensembles with \( N = 49 \) for the robust optimizations. Figure 19 (c) shows the results when considering all the \( N_{\text{real}} = 50 \) plausible truths and reduced ensembles for robust optimizations. And Figure 19 (d) displays the results obtained with \( N_{\text{repr}} = 5 \) plausible truths and ensembles of \( N_{\text{repr}} = 5 \) realizations for the optimizations.

We see that the acceleration measures allow us to obtain similar results by considering only 10% of the original number of realizations. We also observe that even the combination of the two acceleration measures described is still able to correctly approximate the main trend of the reference
results. Note that the lines plotted in Figure 19 (b) and (d) represent percentiles and mean values of VOI based on \( N^{rep}_{\text{truth}} = 5 \) samples, while in Figure 19 (a) and (c) these values are computed with \( N_{\text{truth}} = 50 \) samples, and this should be taken into account when interpreting the quality of the results.

Figure 19: Results of the new accelerated VOI (and VOC) assessment for the 2D five-spot model. (a) Reference results, (b) only selecting representative plausible truths, (c) only reducing the ensembles for robust optimization, and (d) combining both measures.

In terms of computational cost, the results in Figure 19 (a) require approximately 1.5 million simulations. This number includes forward and backward simulations. The results shown in Figure 19 (b) and (c) require 150,000 and 170,000 simulations, respectively. And the results in Figure 19 (d) need 17,000 simulations to be computed. Thus, by applying all measures to reduce the number of model realizations considered in the assessment, we were able to alleviate the computational cost of the workflow by a factor of 88, which is quite significant.

4.3.2.2. Egg model

As a final test, we applied all the model selection measures discussed in this paper (Figure 7) to make the VOI assessment possible for the Egg model. We considered \( N^{rep}_{\text{truth}} = 10 \) representative plausible truths and ensembles of \( N_{\text{rep}} = 10 \) representative realizations for the history matching and robust optimization. The workflow to assess the VOI of a single observation time was repeated for different observation times, \( t_{\text{data}} = \{360, 720, \ldots, 3240\} \) days. The entire exercise was performed with AD-GPRS to evaluate the objective functions and obtain the required gradients for the production optimization and history matching steps. The history matching was performed using the RML method. We assessed the VOI of the production data (field production rates and pressures in the
injectors) with absolute measurement errors ($\epsilon_{\text{prod}} = 5 \text{ m}^3/\text{day}$ and $\epsilon_{\text{BHP}} = 10 \text{ bar}$). The VOC and the VOI were computed for each of the nine observation times.

Figure 20: Results for the Egg model with a single observation time: VOC and VOI.

Figure 21: Results for the Egg model with a single observation time: expected VOC and VOI.

Figure 20 and Figure 21 display the results obtained. We note that the type and trend of these results share similarities with those observed for the 2D five-spot model. As before, the VOC decreases in a stepwise fashion and serves as an upper-bound for the VOI. On the other hand, this time the VOI values are significant lower than the VOC values, most likely because the field production rate measurements are not as informative as well-per-well measurements and also because of the larger number of uncertain parameters.

We also observe that, unlike the results for the 2D five-spot model, in Figure 20 and Figure 21 the VOI values fluctuate more around the overall trend. This could be related to this particular case study as VOI does not need necessarily to show a monotonic behavior over time. This could also be associated with imperfections of the optimization procedures involved in the workflow, i.e. the risk of reaching local optima in the production optimization and history matching steps. Finally, this fluctuation of VOI values could be explained by the number of truths considered being insufficient to derive proper VOI statistics. Even though there are no theoretical guarantees, we believe that increasing $N_{\text{repr}}$ could eliminate this behavior.

We also repeated the VOI assessment for the case with multiple observation times, according to the extension of the methodology presented in [8]. Figure 22 and Figure 23 display the results obtained,
which, once again, confirm the conclusions drawn from the previous case studies. However, unlike
the results for the 2D example in [8], here the increase in VOI after the first observation time is more
important.

Figure 22: Results for the Egg model with multiple observation times: VOC and VOI.

Figure 23: Results for the Egg model with multiple observation times: expected VOC and VOI.

Besides assessing the VOI of future measurements, our approach of “closing the loop” in the design
phase produces a great amount of data which could be used to gain additional insight into the
(closed-loop) reservoir management problem. Because we consider an ensemble of plausible truths,
multiple CLRM sequences are obtained, including optimal production strategies (Figure 24), history
matched ensembles and their predictions (Figure 25 and Figure 26). An in-depth analysis of these
data may lead to a better understanding on how to manage the reservoir, serving as a sort of pre-
computed operation manual.

In Figure 24, we note that the production strategies optimized with perfect geological knowledge
already from $t = 0$ make a much better use of the operational flexibility available, allowing a better
control over the reservoir system to improve its performance. The strategies derived through CLRM
manage to use some of this flexibility (i.e., the strategies are somewhat spread over the allowed
bounds for the control variables), but not as efficiently as in the case with clairvoyance (i.e., the
strategies exhibit an even larger spread) because the learning obtained from production
measurements is more limited. The robust strategy determined under prior uncertainty is not able to
capture the possibility of reacting to future measurements.
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Figure 24: Optimal production strategies for the plausible truths considered Egg model: optimized under prior uncertainty (top left); obtained through CLRM with additional production measurements (top right); optimized under the assumption of clairvoyance available at $t = 0$.

Figure 25 depicts the performance of the production strategies discussed above in terms of the NPV predictions for the $N_{truth}^{ref} = 10$ representative plausible truths considered. First, we note that the strategy derived under prior uncertainty leads to cumulative NPV curves that descend after reaching their maximum, suggesting that production continued even after reaching uneconomical levels. This occurs because the optimization under prior uncertainty was performed over an ensemble of realizations different from the ensemble of $N_{truth}^{ref} = 10$ representative plausible truths considered, which causes the determined strategy to be suboptimal for the plausible truths.
We also observe that the CLRM strategies result in higher NPV values, but also in a larger spread. Finally, we notice a distinct behavior of the NPV curves derived with CLRM and under clairvoyance: the curves of the different plausible truths cross each other, while the curves derived under prior uncertainty never do that. The reason for this behavior is that we have a single production strategy optimized with the prior knowledge and one optimal strategy for each plausible truth in the other cases. These multiple optimal strategies have been tailored to their respective plausible truths, which allows them to achieve higher NPV values. This also makes them achieve their maximum at different times, causing the curves to cross.

Figure 25: Cumulative NPV curves for the 10 representative plausible truths (Egg model) for the production strategies from Figure 24.

As discussed above, the optimized production strategies may be suboptimal for the plausible truths. In practice, when operating a field, the production would be interrupted if it reaches uneconomical levels (i.e., reactive control would be exercised). This consideration may have an impact on the NPV curves derived and on the outcome of our VOI assessment. Therefore, we repeated the exercise including reactive control as follows. Figure 26 shows the cumulative NPV curves obtained by interrupting the production simulated for the plausible truths at the time they reach their maximum. As a result, we notice that the curves that before would go down (in Figure 25) now stay flat after they reach their maximum value.
Figure 26: Cumulative NPV curves for the 10 representative plausible truths disregarding uneconomic production (Egg model) for the production strategies from Figure 24. The plots at the bottom show a zoomed-in view of the curves for the second half of the reservoir life-cycle.

Figure 27 and Figure 28 show the results of the VOI assessment obtained when disregarding the uneconomical production from the plausible truths, and we note that this causes the VOI and VOC to decrease in comparison with Figure 22 and Figure 23. This can be understood by comparing Figure 25 and Figure 26: when disregarding the uneconomical production, the baseline values for the VOI assessment (i.e., the final NPV achieved with the strategies optimized under prior uncertainty) increase, while this consideration does not have a major impact on the values obtained with additional knowledge. The VOI and VOC depicted Figure 27 and Figure 28 can also be verified in Figure 26 (bottom): from the zoomed-in plots we can see more clearly the incremental gain with respect to the prior strategy for the $N_{\text{repr}} = 10$ plausible truths.

Figure 27: Results for the Egg model with multiple observation times: VOC and VOI disregarding the uneconomic production of the plausible truths.
5. Discussion and conclusions

We applied two different measures to decrease the amount of simulations required in VOI assessment workflows. First, we showed how to make the robust optimization and history matching procedures more efficient by reducing the size of the ensembles considered. We used several model-based features to select representative realizations through clustering and compared them against reference results. For the small 2D five-spot example (441 grid blocks), we concluded that oil saturation snapshots data transformed by tensor decomposition or MDS provide a good basis for the selection of reduced ensembles to speed-up robust optimization and history matching. Second, we introduced two new decision-based features to support the selection of representative plausible truths as another alternative to speed-up the VOI assessment procedure. We confirmed that optimal production strategies are most suitable for this purpose and that the choice of the selection feature is case-dependent even within the same workflow. A disadvantage of this approach is the challenge in deriving meaningful statistics of the VOI given the reduced number of plausible truths. Finally, we combined both aforementioned acceleration measures to design a new procedure for faster VOI assessment. For the 2D example, we were able to reduce the amount of required reservoir simulations from millions to tens of thousands. This significant reduction in computational costs represents an important step for the use of the VOI assessment in larger examples.

Based on the learning from the experiments with the small 2D model, we tested the acceleration measures on the medium-sized Egg model (18,553 grid blocks). The results confirmed the main conclusions obtained for the small model, reassuring us that clustering based on the appropriate features can support the selection of representative models to approximate the uncertainty characterized by the full ensembles of realizations and make our workflows much more efficient also in larger examples. In the end, by combining all the acceleration measures, we were able to apply our methodology for VOI assessment to the Egg model, which would otherwise have been
computationally intractable. The results obtained supported our main conclusions from previous case studies, which reassures the consistency of our approach to VOI assessment.

However, there is still scope for future research to further accelerate these workflows. In particular, the combination of the ideas presented in this paper with the use of surrogate models (e.g., proxies), reduced-physics models or multiscale methods may be necessary to develop practical tools for VOI assessment in realistic, large-scale applications. One of the results of the Egg models made us question whether the $N_{\text{rep}}^{\text{truth}} = 10$ plausible truths considered were enough to derive meaningful statistics of VOI. Most likely the arbitrary choice of the number of representative realizations also impacts the robust optimization and history matching steps. A more systematic approach could improve the choice of $N_{\text{rep}}$ and $N_{\text{truth}}^{\text{rep}}$.

Another point that deserves attention concerns the generalization of this approach to field development problems. In this work we focused on reservoir management applications where the well configuration remains fixed, which is determinant for the flow behavior of the different model realizations. In workflows where the well configuration changes, the optimization results will likely be more sensitive to the underlying geology. This means that more research is needed to confirm whether the conclusions of this work on reservoir management can be extended to the field development context. Yet we believe that some of the ideas discussed here may be adapted or inspire the development of acceleration measures to VOI workflows in more general problems.

Finally, it is important to reflect on the use of such VOI workflows in practice. We have proposed some solutions to make these workflows more tractable computationally, which is an important step to enable their application to real-life problems. Another necessary step to make their use more attractive concerns the interpretability of the quantified VOI, a topic that still has to be addressed. Any physical interpretation of these results implies actually multiple interpretations, because the additional information might be useful in a different way for each truth scenario considered. To achieve interpretability in an automated way, we need to develop approaches that leverage all the data produced by the workflow to identify relationships between the various variables of problem with the computed VOI.
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